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In construction environments, laser-scanning technologies can perform rapid spatial data collection to
monitor construction progress, control construction quality, and support decisions about how to stream-
line field activities. However, even experienced surveyors cannot guarantee comprehensive laser scan-
ning data collection in the field due to its constantly changing environment, wherein a large number
of objects are subject to different data-quality requirements. The current practice of manually planned
laser scanning often produces data of insufficient coverage, accuracy, and details. While redundant data
collection can improve data quality, this process can also be inefficient and time-consuming. There are
many studies on automatic sensor planning methods for guided laser-scanning data collection in the lit-
erature. However, fewer studies exist on how to handle exponentially large search space of laser scan
plans that consider data quality requirements, such as accuracy and levels of details (LOD). This paper
presents a rapid laser scan planning method that overcomes the computational complexity of planning
laser scans based on diverse data quality requirements in the field. The goal is to minimize data collection
time, while ensuring that the data quality requirements of all objects are satisfied. An analytical sensor
model of laser scanning is constructed to create a ‘‘divide-and-conquer” strategy for rapid laser scan plan-
ning of dynamic environments wherein a graph is generated having specific data quality requirements
(e.g., levels of accuracy and detail of certain objects) in terms of nodes and spatial relationships between
these requirements as edges (e.g., distance, line-of-sight). A graph-coloring algorithm then decomposes
the graph into sub-graphs and identifies ‘‘local” optimal laser scan plans of these sub-graphs. A solution
aggregation algorithm then combines the local optimal plans to generate a plan for the entire site.
Runtime analysis shows that the computation time of the proposed method does not increase exponen-
tially with site size. Validation results of multiple case studies show that the proposed laser scan planning
method can produce laser-scanning data with higher quality than data collected by experienced
professionals, and without increasing the data collection time.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Timely, detailed, and accurate geometrical information for deci-
sion making will improve the safety, quality, and productivity in
construction projects [1,2]. Reliable sensing methods and compre-
hensive data collection are, therefore, requisite and highly desir-
able in construction management environments. Compared with
conventional data collection methods such as laser tapes and the
Global Navigation Satellite System, laser scanning technologies
have many advantages that include high accuracy (mm level),
faster data acquisition (up to hundreds of thousands of
three-dimensional points per second), and more detailed spatial
resolution [3–6]. Researchers and project engineers, thus, have
been actively exploring the uses of laser scanning technology in
construction.

The use of laser scanning in the construction field, however,
comes with its own set of challenges. First, acquiring high quality
3D imagery data within the parameters of changing jobsites and
diverse projects is challenging even for experienced engineers, pri-
marily because data quality, environmental conditions, scanning
locations, and the technical parameters of laser scanners (e.g., data
density options) all combine to create complex interactions [7].
Second, 3D imagery data collection is time-consuming, and in a
fast changing construction environment, the data can become
quickly outdated, which leads to misleading information for deci-
sion makers. Finally, when using sophisticated 3D imagery data
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collection, project managers must hire experienced surveyors who
can properly operate laser scanners and achieve high quality data
collection, which can be costly [8,9].

To overcome the above challenges, this paper describes the
development of a new automatic laser scan planning method. For
a given jobsite, the objective is to determine a laser scan plan by
specifying a sequence of scanning positions and parameters at each
position as a means to minimize the data collection time while
optimize the coverage and quality of the data. A fast and reliable
laser scan planning method can thus save costs related to: (1) poor
decision-making due to low-quality data; (2) interruptions in con-
struction processes caused by data collection activities; and (3)
training and hiring laser scanning professionals for high-quality
data collection.

This paper attempts to address three questions that have
remained unresolved in previous studies about the laser scan plan-
ning problem in construction:

(1) how to quantify and model the relationship between 3D
imagery data quality and data collection parameters to
develop a planning algorithm that uses the quantitative rela-
tionship for guiding the generation and assessment of laser
scan plans [10];

(2) how to explore the extremely large search space of laser
scan plans in the limited time of decision-making in the con-
text of dynamic environments [11,12];

(3) how to achieve scalability of laser scan planning so that
engineers can apply the same scan planning method to sites
of different shapes and sizes [13].

To address the first question, we develop a 3D-imaging sensor
model that shows the mathematical relationship between 3D data
collection parameters and spatial data quality. To explore the sec-
ond question, we propose a ‘‘divide-and-conquer” planningmethod
for achieving efficient optimization of laser scan plans. To ensure
the scalability of this laser scan planning method (question 3), the
divide-and-conquer method adaptively adjusts its parameters
according to building size and shape to produce reliable laser scan
plans.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces
previous studies about laser scan planning, while highlighting the
contributions of this paper. Section 3 provides a problem state-
ment and a discussion of the three research questions. Section 4
describes the laser scan planning method. Section 5 validates the
developed laser scan planning method using case studies on real
buildings. Sections 6 and 7 present validation results, the conclu-
sion, and future research plans.
2. Background studies

Previous studies have stressed the importance of efficient and
effective construction inspection using laser-scanning technolo-
gies. Akinci et al. [7] and Gordon et al. [11], for example, discuss
how manual inspection could miss important site changes and
defects, while the use of laser scanning could improve construction
inspection through the delivery of timely and comprehensive as-
built data. Turkan et al. [6] emphasize the need for effective laser
scan planning to achieve effective construction progress control.
Park et al. [14] illustrate the need for the best practices in collect-
ing, searching, and reusing defect information for construction
quality control in the field.

While construction industry practitioners acknowledge the
importance of laser scanning, they are also confronted with the
many obstacles that prevent both the effective and efficient use
of laser scanning in construction [15–17]. One such obstacle is
related to acquiring high quality 3D imageries for field applications
[14]. Since 3D image quality greatly influences as-built Building
Information Model (BIM) quality [18–20], examining quantitative
relationships between data quality, scanning locations, and envi-
ronmental factors become critical to the overall process [10,21–
25]. In this context, manually reviewing a large number of such
relationships is a challenging task, even for experienced engineers.
In addition, manual data quality checks of numerous objects on
jobsites against data quality requirements is tedious and error-
prone [13]. This second obstacle is the difficulty of optimizing data
collection time while minimizing interferences from the data col-
lection and productive activities [7,11,26]. It has been shown, for
example, that a badly designed workflow may need up to 300%
data collection time when compared to a standard workflow for
the same laser scanning task [26]. Yet another obstacle relates to
the high cost of training and hiring laser scanning professionals
[8,27]. Eid et al. found that the cost of laser scanning for the eval-
uation of forest inventory is approximately twice the cost of using
photogrammetry [8].

Effective laser scan planning methods are lacking in the litera-
ture to date. Many existing studies focus on occlusion and visibility
analysis for capturing the entire surface of a targeted object, but
these studies lack detailed analysis of data quality [28–33]. Most
are marked by high computational complexities that result in long
computation times when generating laser scan plans [12,28,34].
Finally, the current array of studies fail to use flexible scanning
parameters for each scanning position, according to varying data
quality requirements of different objects [12,13,29,35]. Lack of
flexibility can potentially lead to unnecessary planning computa-
tion time as well as redundant data collection. In a recent study
by Ahn et al. [35], a semi-automatic scan planning method was
used to decide the scanning position for achieving horizontal data
quality requirements. However, it required manually selecting the
same scanning resolution for all scans, thus failing to identify
optimal plans that could have mixed use of scans with different
resolutions. In addition, the proposed semi-automatic method
was not able to handle buildings with curve-shaped walls.

The research methodology presented below will address this
gap in order to improve the quality of field laser scanning signifi-
cantly in dynamic construction environments.
3. Problem statement

The goal of laser scan planning is to create a method that can
automatically generate laser scan plans for efficient collection of
high quality 3D imageries of a given jobsite. The generated laser
scan plans should achieve the following:

(1) The laser scan plans should specify scanning positions and
parameters at those positions, so that an engineer with
limited surveying experiences can rapidly collect compre-
hensive 3D imagery details of the jobsite with sufficient
accuracy.

(2) Following the laser scan plan, the engineer should be able to
achieve optimal data collection time to minimize the inter-
ferences between data collection and construction
workflows.

(3) The time for generating a laser scan plan should be less than
a few minutes in order to satisfy the dynamics of a construc-
tion jobsite.

Fig. 1 shows an IDEF0 process model describing the laser scan
planning problem. The inputs of the IDEF0 process model are point
goals, which include objects of interest or geometric features. Sec-
tion 4.1.1 details the representations of point goals. The outputs of



Fig. 1. IDEF0 process model of the laser scan planning method.
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the IDEF0 are scanning positions and parameters, such as angular
scanning resolutions that determine the 3D data point intensities.
The controls of the IDEF0 process model include:

(1) Data quality requirements: For 3D imagery data, engineers
require a certain level of accuracy (LOA, which indicates
the measurement error) and level of detail (LOD, which
measures the data density). The LOD requirement of laser
scanning data in presented in Section 4.1.2.

(2) Sensor model: An analytical sensor model describes the geo-
metric principles of laser scanning, such as the relationship
between laser scanning parameters and the point density
of a laser scanning data. Given a sensor model, one can
derive the scanning positions and the parameters at each
position (e.g., angular resolution) to meet the data quality
requirement (LOD). We use the concept of ‘‘feasible space”
to visualize recommended data collection locations accord-
ing to 3D data quality prediction based on a sensor model.
Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 present the sensor model developed
in this research, and methods to utilize them for deriving
feasible spaces of 3D data collection.

(3) Schedule, budget, and space limits of a jobsite: These
controls specify the spatiotemporal requirements of con-
struction activities on a construction site, as well as cost
information for quantifying the losses due to interferences
between data collection and field activities.

Based on the IDEF0 model, we formulate here an optimization
model of laser scan planning (Section 4.1.5). However, solving this
optimization model is computationally expensive and challenging
due to the exponentially large combinations of possible scanning
locations and parameter values. For example, for a given a jobsite
of 5000 m2, the optimization model consists of more than 1500
constraints, 10,000 possible scanning positions, and 1060 calcula-
tions for solving this model with enumeration.

To shorten the calculation time, we propose a ‘‘divide-and-con
quer” method to calculate the laser scan plan in a computationally
efficient way. First, an algorithm is used to divide the overall con-
struction site into several parts so that the large-scale optimization
problem becomes smaller problems that require significantly
fewer computations (Section 4.3). For each part of the construction
site, the algorithm generates a laser scan plan and examines
whether the correct execution of the plan could still result in any
missing data (Section 4.4). Finally, the algorithm generates laser
scan plans for addressing portions that are still missing (if there
are any) in generated plans for parts of sites; it then combines
the scan plans of all parts of the site together to form a complete
laser scan plan for the entire site (Section 4.5).
4. Research methodology

4.1. Technical concepts related to a laser scan planning problem

4.1.1. Point goals on construction sites
Inspection goals are targets of construction inspection for

various purposes, such as progress monitoring, site analysis, and
quality control [11]. This study uses ‘‘point type” inspection goals
(termed ‘‘point goals” hereafter) as the inputs of the laser scan plan-
ning method. The term ‘‘point goal” can be defined as important
points that represent geometric information, e.g., the corners of a
wall. For instance, if an engineer acquires precise midpoint and
endpoint positions (considered as point goals) of a beam using laser
scanning data, he or she can easily derive the length and deforma-
tion of this beam from point goals. We plan to analyze how point
goals influence other types of inspection goals in future studies.

The purpose of identifying point goals on a construction site is
to achieve a computationally efficient analysis of a site for rapid
scan planning. Blaer et al. [12] used 1 m3 cubes termed as ‘‘voxels”
to represent the 3D model of a large jobsite during laser scan plan-
ning. However, this study found that such representation would be
computationally expensive because the number of voxels grew
exponentially with the size of the jobsite. On the other hand, the
number of point goals can be around 100–200 depending on the
number of objects on site, much less than the number of voxels.
Handling point goals thus will consume considerably less compu-
tational time than processing voxels.

Point goals contain two elements of information necessary for
laser scan planning: (1) coordinates of points and (2) the normal
vector of the surface where a point goal locates. The latter indicates
the direction from which laser scanners can capture the point goal
[36–38]. The proposed laser scan planning method will conduct
visibility checks of point goals, requiring both locations and surface
orientations of point goals, as detailed in Section 4.3.2.

4.1.2. Level of Detail (LOD) of a point cloud
Level of Accuracy (LOA) and Level of Detail (LOD) are data qual-

ity requirements of point clouds. LOA represents the tolerance of
positioning and dimensional errors, while LOD measures the data
density within the neighborhood of each point goal in a point
cloud. In this paper, the focus is on laser scan planning based on
LOD requirements; LOA aspects will be studied in the future. In
practice, different point goals can have different LOD requirements.
For example, dense data may not be needed for simple geometries
(e.g. flat walls). Instead, LOD may need to be increased for complex
shapes, such as edges, openings, and decorations. Insufficient LOD
causes missing details in data for further data processing and
modeling, while excessively high LOD causes extra time and effort
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in data collection. As a result, if engineers specify LOD requirement
for each point goal, they can collect 3D imageries containing all
required geometric information while avoiding unnecessary dense
data, which contributes to wasted time in data collection and
processing.

At present, there is no widely accepted definition of LOD for 3D
point clouds. Generally, researchers use two different methods to
quantify LOD of point clouds. Dai et al. [9] use the number of points
in a unit area (e.g., 1 cm2, 1 m2, etc.) to define the data density.
MacKinnon et al. [39] assume that the laser source of a scanner
rotates vertically to generate ‘‘scanning lines,” such that the dis-
tance between two adjacent points along a vertical scanning line
is a measurement of the data density along the vertical direction.
In addition, the laser source also rotates horizontally to create
scanning lines to form a 3D image. The distance between neighbor-
ing scanning lines defines the data density along the horizontal
direction. This study defines LOD similar to MacKinnon et al.
[39]. The vertical LOD (LODv) is the distance between a point and
the next scanned point, and the angular resolution dv is the differ-
ence between the elevation angles of these two adjacent points on
a vertical scanning line. Horizontal LOD (LODh) is the distance
between two adjacent scanning lines, and the angular resolution
dh is the difference between the azimuths of the two adjacent scan-
ning lines. For normal laser scanners, dh ¼ dv � d.

4.1.3. 3D feasible space
The laser scan planning algorithm needs to generate scanning

parameters (scanning positions, angular resolutions at those posi-
tions) that can ensure acquiring 3D point cloud data with required
LOD for all point goals. Therefore, it is essential to understand the
geometric relationship between the data collection parameters and
the densities of collected point clouds. In this paper, we define a
‘‘3D feasible space” as the set of scanning positions where a laser
scanner can scan a point goal with required LOD using a defined
angular resolution. Mathematically, a 3D feasible space Si of point
goal i is the set of positions ðx; y; zÞ in 3D space that satisfy:

Si ¼ ðx; y; zÞjshðx; y; z; dÞ < LODh; svðx; y; z; dÞ < LODvf g ð1Þ
where d is the angular resolution of the laser scanner; sv is vertical
surface sampling distance along the scanning line [10] and sh is the
horizontal surface sampling distance, which is the spacing between
adjacent scanning lines. If the scanning position is within the 3D
feasible space Si of point goal i using angular resolution d, the col-
lected point cloud of point goal i will satisfy the horizontal LOD
(LODh) and vertical LOD (LODvÞ.

Fig. 2 shows the geometric principle of horizontal/vertical sur-
face sampling distance of a laser scan. Without losing generality,
we set the coordinate of the point goal as ð0;0;0Þ, the normal vec-
tor of the surface as ð0;1;0Þ, and the coordinate of the laser scanner
as ðx; y; zÞ. In order to derive the mathematical representation of
the 3D feasible space of the point goal at (0, 0, 0), we derive the
mathematical representations of sampling distances along vertical
and horizontal directions:

sv ¼ dD
cosiv

¼ d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ z2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þy2
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þy2þz2
p

¼ dðx2 þ y2 þ z2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p ;

sh ¼ dD
cosih

¼ dðx2 þ y2 þ z2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2 þ y2

p

where D is the laser traveling distance; ih and iv are the horizontal
and vertical incidence angle, respectively. The horizontal and verti-
cal surface sampling distance in the point cloud around a point goal
should satisfy the horizontal and vertical LOD requirement:

sh 6 LODh; y > 0 ð2Þ
sv 6 LODv ; y > 0 ð3Þ
Fig. 3(a) and (b) presents the space consisting of all scanning posi-
tions that enable Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. In practice, the data
within the neighborhood of a point goal should satisfy both vertical
and horizontal LOD requirements. As a result, the 3D feasible space
of a point goal should be the intersection of these two 3D feasible
spaces, as shown in Eq. (4) and visualized in Fig. 3(c).

Si ¼ ðx; y; zÞj
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y2 þ z2

p
� LODv

2d Þ
2 þ x2 6 LODv

2d

� �2
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
� LODh

2d Þ
2 þ z2 6 LODh

2d

� �2

y > 0

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

ð4Þ
4.1.4. 2D feasible area
A 2D feasible area is the horizontal cutting area of a 3D feasible

space at the height of the selected laser scanner. If a surveyor
installs the laser scanner on the ground, then the 2D feasible area
of point goal i (Ai) should show the scanning positions on the
ground to scan the point goal iwith LOD requirements, as shown in

Fig. 3(d) and described in the equation below:

Ai ¼ ðx; yÞjshðx; y; dÞ < LODh; svðx; y; dÞ < LODvf g
where sv is the vertical surface sampling distance; sh is the horizon-
tal sampling distance; d is the angular resolution (see 3.2.3). Consid-
ering a case where all point goals are on the surface perpendicular to
the ground, such as points on a vertical wall, we set up the laser
scanner position as ðx; y;DhÞ, where Dh is the vertical distance
between the point goal and the laser scanner. Themathematical rep-
resentation of the 2D feasible area of a point goal is as Eq. (5) below.

Fig. 3(e) visualize this 2D feasible space.

Ai ¼ ðx; yÞj

dðx2þy2þDh2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y2þDh2
p 6 LODh

dðx2þy2þDh2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þy2
p 6 LODv

y > 0

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

ð5Þ

The set Ai in Eq. (5) should not be an empty set; otherwise, no posi-
tions can achieve the required LOD for point goal i. To guarantee
that Ai is non-empty, d, Dh, LODh, and LODv should meet certain
requirements described in Eq. (6):
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Fig. 3. 3D feasible space and 2D feasible area. (a) shows 3D feasible space of horizontal LOD of a point goal; (b) shows the 3D feasible space of vertical LOD of a point goal; (c)
shows the 3D feasible space of a point goal with the wall where the point goals is on, which is the intersection of (a) & (b); (d) shows the intersection of 3D feasible space and
the horizontal plan passing laser source; (e) is the 2D feasible area generated by process (d).
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Dh � d 6 dðx2þy2þDh2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y2þDh2
p 6 LODh

2Dh � d 6 dðx2þy2þDh2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þy2
p 6 LODv

8><
>: ) d 6 min

LODv

2Dh
;
LODh

Dh

� �
ð6Þ

The maximum value of d that satisfies Eq. (6) will be the sparsest
resolution dsparsest qualified to capture a certain point goal with the
required LOD. Otherwise, the feasible spaces of these points could
have no intersections with the horizontal plane passing through
the laser source, so that no positions on the ground could achieve
the required LOD for the considered point goal.

4.1.5. Optimization model of the laser scan planning problem
This section uses an optimization model to show the computa-

tional complexity of solving the laser scan planning problem. The
decision variables of this optimization model are:

(1) The number of scans needed is k. When solving the opti-
mization model, the optimal number of scans needed for
the entire jobsite is unknown. As a result, we will try differ-
ent iterations of k increasing from 1 to m, where m is the
possible upper limit of the number of scans.

(2) Angular resolution of the scanner resolutionj;k, which is the
scanning angular resolution used at the scanning position j
when the total number of scans is k.

The objective function of the optimization model is the scan-
ning time T:

Min : T ¼
Xk

j¼1
Tðresolutionj;kÞ; j 6 k; k 6 m ð7Þ

where Tðresolutionj;kÞ is the scanning time of the jth scan, a function
of resolutionj;k.
The constraints of this optimization model (Eq. (8)) should be
that at least one scan exists within the feasible area of every point
goal. In these constraints, six parameters form the representation of
a point goal: ½xi; yi; zi; xoi; yoi; LODi�. ðxi; yi; ziÞ represents the
coordinates of point goal i. The number of point goals is n. ðxoi; yoiÞ
represents the unit normal vector of the surface where point goal
i locates. This is because this study assumes that all point goals
are on flat surfaces perpendicular to the ground (i.e., vertical walls).
LODi represents the level of detail requirements of i. h is the height
of the laser scanner. In addition, ½x�; y�� is the horizontal coordinates
of scanning position in the local point goal coordinate system,
which has the origin at point goal i, y-axis is the normal vector of
the surface where point goal i locates, and z-axis is the zenith direc-
tion. ½xj;k; yj;k� is the horizontal coordinate of the scanning position j

in the global coordinate system. sj;ki shows whether the scan at

scanning position j covers point goal i. When sj;ki ¼ 1, the scan at
scanning position covers the point goal i with sufficient LOD with
the angular resolution dj;k when the number of scans is k.

sj;ki ¼
1; if

ðx�2þy�2þðh�ziÞ2Þdj:kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x�2þy�2
p 6 LODi

ðx�2þy�2þðh�ziÞ2Þdj;kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y�2þðh�ziÞ2
p 6 LODi

xj;k
yj;k
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>>>>>>:
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8>>>>>>>>><
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Assuming that 10,000 possible scanning positions and 200 point
goals are in the whole jobsite. Also, the maximum number of scans

necessary is 20. We need to solve 200� 3�P20
k¼1C

k
10000 � 9 ¼

2:182 � 1065 (‘‘9” is the number of resolution options available from
the laser scanner) inequalities and equations to find the solution
using exhaustive searching, which is infeasible using any existing
computing platform. We thus explore a new approach for solving
such a large-scale optimization problem in a more efficient way,
namely, the ‘‘divide-and-conquer” approach, as described in the fol-
lowing section.

4.2. Overview of the ‘‘divide-and-conquer” method

In order to reduce the computational complexity of the opti-
mization problem described in the previous section, the laser scan
planning algorithm developed in this study first divides the jobsite
into parts. It generates a laser scan plan for each part of the jobsite,
and then combines the solutions of these jobsite parts into a com-
prehensive laser scan plan for the whole jobsite. We term this
approach as the ‘‘divide-and-conquer” method of laser scan
planning.

The inputs of this divide-and-conquer method are point goals.
Field engineers can derive point goals from as-designed models
of jobsites, field photos, or sparse 3D imageries. Specifically, some
studies generate point goals based on as-designed building infor-
mation models [7]. Some image analysis methods can identify
parts of the images where detailed spatial data is necessary, such
as parts that have discontinuities of color and changes in curva-
tures [40]. Given point goals extracted from various data sources,
the proposed algorithm can then automatically generate the laser
scan plan through three steps, as shown in Fig. 4:
a 

Scan 1a Scan 1b Scan 2b Scan 2a

Scan 3Scan 4
c 

Fig. 4. A framework of divide-and-conquer method of laser scan planning. (a) Top vie
Determine scanning positions in each cluster. Some scans may only cover a few point go
the blue group) so that adding them into the plan would actually cause redundancies. (d)
scans as the ‘‘garbage”, and determine scanning positions and resolutions for the ‘‘garba
1. Clustering the point goals into different clusters according to
contradicting visibility relationship analysis (Section 4.3,
Fig. 4b):

Different areas on a jobsite may require different LODs, leading
to different angular resolution requirements. If the algorithm con-
figures scanning resolution for each individual point goal, the com-
putational complexity of the algorithm will be high. On the other
hand, if the algorithm configures the angular resolution for all
point goals as a whole, the imaging plan will always satisfy the
most LOD-demanding point goals, and thus waste time on generat-
ing unnecessary dense data for point goals that require lower LODs.
Instead of using the above two inefficient planning strategies, the
divide-and-conquer method will first cluster point goals that have
similar LOD requirements and locate close to each other and then
determine laser scanning positions and resolution for each
clusters.

Overall, the algorithm automatically detects whether a single
scan is able to capture two point goals with sufficient data quality,
termed as the ‘‘contradicting visibility relationship” between two
goals. Then the algorithm groups all point goals that have no con-
tradicting visibility relationship with each other into one cluster, so
that the number of clusters is the minimum number of necessary
scans to satisfy the data quality requirements of all point goals.

2. Determining scanning positions and resolutions for clusters
of point goals to satisfy the data quality requirements
(Section 4.4, Fig. 4c):

Within each cluster, the algorithm first derives the feasible area
(discussed in Section 4.1.4) for every point goal. The algorithm then
b 

Scan 1 Scan 2

Scan 3Scan 4

Scan 5

d 

w of all point goals of a building. (b) Clustering the point goals into clusters. (c)
als at the borders between clusters (e.g. scan 1b in the orange group and scan 2b in
Identify point goals that are at the borders between clusters and causing redundant
ge”.
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determines the minimum scanning positions according to the fea-
sible areas, ensuring the coverage of all point goals in the current
cluster. Some scans may only cover a few point goals at the borders
between clusters (e.g., scan 1b in the orange group and scan 2b in
the blue group in Fig. 4c) so that adding them into the plan would
actually cause redundancies. The algorithm thus ignores any scans
that only cover a small portion of total point goals in order to
address most point goals with least number of scans to improve
scanning efficiency. In the next step, the planning algorithm will
address those missed point goals through a ‘‘garbage collection”
step.

3. Addressing point goals not covered by the laser scan plan
through ‘‘garbage collection” (Section 4.5, Fig. 4d)

After determining scanning positions and the angular resolution
for each cluster of point goals, the algorithm identifies point goals
at the borders between clusters and assigns redundant scans as the
‘‘garbage”. The algorithm then combines these point goals into a
new cluster, thereby determining the angular resolution and posi-
tions of this new cluster. This particular algorithm is named as
‘‘garbage collection” in this paper. Finally, the algorithm combines
all scanning positions and their respective angular resolutions to
form the laser scan plan based on plans that address clusters of
point goals.
4.3. Divide: clustering of point goals

The proposed laser scan planning method uses two levels of
simplification to reduce the computational complexity. The first
level of simplification generates point goals to represent critical
information requirements across the whole jobsite. The second
level of simplification clusters point goals to decompose the jobsite
into parts, and generates laser scan plans for each cluster of point
goals, which are parts of the jobsite. The objective of point goal
clustering is to divide them into the minimum number of clusters
so that the planning method would consider fewer clusters, while
having as many possible point goals within one cluster that are vis-
ible to a single scanning position. This enables the algorithm to
choose the optimal scanning position and resolution for the point
goals in each cluster. Therefore, the method strives to minimize
the number of scans for covering all point goals, thereby improving
the overall computational efficiency.

Fig. 5 shows that the clustering algorithm uses several rules to
assess whether every pair of point goal is visible at certain scanning
positions, hereby termed as ‘‘contradicting visibility relationship.”
For example, if two point goals are on two sides of a wall, the
visibility of these two points contradicts with each other. Another
example of contradicting visibility relationship is two point goals
that are too far away from each other. The rules assessing the con-
tradicting visibility relationship of point goals (Section 4.3.2)
involve three variables: (1) the angle between the surface
Featured 
length (4.3.1)

Distance between 
two point goals

Contradicting visibility relationship of point 
goals (4.3.2)

Clustering of point goals 
(4.3.3)

Angle between the surface 
orientation at two point 

goals

Fig. 5. Overview of the point goals clustering algorithm.
orientation at two point goals, (2) the distance between two point
goals, and (3) ‘‘featured length” of the jobsite determined by the
elevation and LOD of all point goals (Section 4.3.1). Knowing
the contradicting visibility relationship of any pair of point goals,
the clustering algorithm is able to cluster point goals without con-
tradicting visibility relationship into the same cluster, in order to
obtain the minimum number of clusters. Section 4.3.3 presents
the algorithm of clustering point goals according to the visibility-
contradict assessment rules.

4.3.1. Featured length
Generally, the clustering algorithm will cluster all the point

goals that one single scan can possibly cover. The clustering algo-
rithm thus needs to determine the likelihood of capturing certain
point goals in one scan. The ‘‘featured length” of a building facade
is the horizontal range that one single scan will cover using the
sparsest angular resolution that can secure all goals on the façade
with the required LOD, which is equal to the width of the 3D fea-
sible space of the point goal requiring the densest scanning resolu-
tion. If the distance between two point goals is longer than the
featured length, a sparse scan will not capture both goals, and
increasing the data density will cause significant increase in scan-
ning time.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the geometric concept of featured length.
The distance between point goals A and B in Fig. 6(a) is 15 m, while
the distance between point goals A’ and B’ in Fig. 6(b) is 25 m. A
and B are 4 m above the height of the laser scanner, while A’ and
B’ are 24 m above the scanner. The LOD requirements of all four
goals (A, B, A’, B’) are 0.025 m. Among all the point goals in the
building shown in Fig. 6(a), A and B require the densest scanning
resolution to meet the LOD requirement because of their elevation.
According to Eq. (6) in Section 4.1.4, engineers need to choose the
scanning angular resolution of 2:51� 10�3 rad to scan the wall
that AB is on in order to satisfy the LOD requirements. In the point
cloud of the wall, the horizontal range with required LOD is equal
to the width of the 3D feasible space of the point goal A or B, which
is around 4.97 m. We identify this length as the featured length of
the building in Fig. 6(a). Similarly, the featured length of building
(b) is l’ = 39.78 m because engineers need to use a much denser
angular resolution of 3:14� 10�4 rad to scan A’ and B’. Therefore,
AB > 3l while A’B’ < l’, which means that it is efficient to scan point
A’ and B’ in a single sparse scan in (b), while it is not necessary to
cover A and B in one scan in (a) because that needs denser scanning
that significantly increases the data collection time. Section 4.3.2
will show more details about how featured length will help the
grouping of point goals.

The first step of deriving the featured length is to determine the
sparsest angular resolution that can cover any point goal on all
facades of the building on the jobsite with required LOD, djobsite,
which relates to the elevation and LOD of each point goal:

djobsite ¼ minðdsparsest;iÞ; i ¼ 1;2;3 . . .n

where

dsparsest;i 6
LODi

2Dhi

where n is the number of point goals at the jobsite, and i refers to
any point goals at the jobsite. dsparsest;i is the sparsest resolution
applicable for point goal i, and Dhi is the vertical distance between
point goal i and the laser scanner (Section 4.1.4).

The second step in deriving the featured length l is determining
the range that one single scan can cover based on djobsite and the
LOD of the point goals that need to be scanned with djobsite:

l ¼maxðLODj=ð2dsparsest;jÞÞ; j 2 ðjjdsparsest;j ¼ djobsiteÞ
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Fig. 6. Comparison between point goals of buildings with different feasible length. Yellow shades indicate the approximate range one laser scan can cover with required LOD
using an adequate angular resolution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.3.2. Contradicting visibility relationship analysis using featured
length and orientations

Contradicting visibility relationship analysis determines the
likelihood of having one scan cover two point goals with required
LOD. This also means the possibility of having the 3D feasible
spaces of two point goals intersect. Instead of calculating the 3D
feasible spaces of all point goals and then checking for overlaps,
which is time-consuming, this approach will instead calculate
the contradicting visibility relationship using a fast and approxi-
mate approach. The inputs of the contradicting-visibility-relation
ship analyzing algorithm include the distances between pairs of
point goals, angles between the surface orientations at pairs of
point goals, and the featured length of the jobsite. In the clustering
stage, the algorithm assumes the angular resolution used as djobsite
(defined in 4.3.1). This algorithm utilizes an extensive library that
contains a number of visibility-contradict analysis rules generated
from geometric relationships of 2D feasible areas of point goals and
experimental results. The following rules are some examples
selected from this library:
1. Fig. 7 (a) shows two point goals, A and B, and the possible outer
boundaries of their feasible areas, which are the projections on
the x–y plane of the 3D feasible spaces of these two point goals.
Fig. 7(a) shows that if the distance between A and B is larger
than four times of the featured length l, then the two point goals
contradict in visibility. Hence, it is not efficient to use unneces-
sarily high scan resolution to cover distance goals, A and B, in
the same scan, because other areas covered in this scan will
be over sampled. No matter what the orientations of point goal
A and B are, it is impossible for the feasible spaces to intersect
with each other if the distance between A and B is larger than 4
times the featured length.

2. Fig. 7(b) shows two point goals that have the surfaces between
them form a 90-degree angle. According to the geometric rela-
tionship of two feasible areas of point goals shown in Fig. 7(b), if
the distance between A and B is larger than ð2þ

ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ times of

the featured length l, and the angle between the surfaces at A
and B varies from 90 to 180 degrees, then the two point goals
have contradicting visibility relationship. If the distance
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Fig. 8. Point goal clustering algorithm. (a) Top view of all point goals in a jobsite. (b) One clustering result shown by color and shape of points. This result involves the first
rule of point goal clustering (visibility contradict). The number of clusters is the minimum but the points in the same cluster are more sparsely distributed. (c) Optimized
point goal clustering result. This clustering result has a minimum number of clusters, and point goals in the same cluster are close to the geometric center of the cluster.
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increases or the angle decreases, then it is impossible for the
two feasible spaces to intersect with each other.

3. Fig. 7(c) shows two surfaces with 305-degree angles and close
to each other. If the angle between the surfaces at A and B
was between 305 and 360 degrees, then the two point goals
have contradicting visibility relationship. One example is that
two point goals are on two sides of a wall. In this case, the ori-
entation angle of two point goals is 180 degrees. If two point
goals are close enough, their feasible area may intersect.
However, this case is very rare in actual jobsites. Therefore,
two point goals are in contradicting visibility relationship as
long as the angle of the surface is larger than 305 degrees.

4. Fig. 7(d) shows that two point goals A and B are occluded by an
object, which has point goals A’ and B’ on its two sides. In prac-
tice, A is often occluded by the object when B is visible, and vice
versa. Therefore, A and B have a contradicting visibility relation-
ship due to the occlusion of the object between A and B.
Furthermore, such an object between A and B often contains
point goals with contradicting visibility relationships, shown
in rule 3 (A’ and B’ in Fig. 7d). As a result, this rule means that
A and B have a contradicting visibility relationship if: 1) two
point goals (A and B) are ‘‘close” to another pair of point goals
(A’ and B’) with contradicting visibility relationship described
in (3); and 2) the distance AB is greater than A’B’. Here, ‘‘close”
is defined as ‘‘the length of AA’ (or BB’) in x–y plane is less than
10% of the featured length.”

4.3.3. Clustering of point goals
The clustering algorithm will group all point goals that satisfy

two conditions. The first condition is that the point goals without
contradicting visibility relationships are in the same clusters while
ensuring the least possible number of clusters. The second condi-
tion is that the point goals in the same cluster should be close to
the geometric center of the cluster.

The first clustering condition uses the following statement: n
vertices are in a graph to represent n point goals; an edge connects
two vertices if they are contradicting in visibility. The algorithm
will label two connected vertices as different colors to indicate that
they belong to different clusters. So the least number of colors
needed to color the whole graph, called the ’chromatic number’
of the graph [41], is the smallest positive integer k that allows
the algorithm to partition the set of point goals into k parts
containing point goals not contradicting with each other. Vertices
coloring is a heavily discussed topic in modern graph theory and
there are multiple coloring algorithms available in the literature
[42–44]. The clustering algorithm uses the greedy coloring algo-
rithm, which considers the vertices of the graph in sequence and
assigns each vertex its first color without contradiction [43]. The
‘‘divide” algorithm will run greedy coloring algorithm repeatedly
and choose a clustering result with the minimum number of clus-
ters as the starting point for further optimization of clustering
result. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the clustering of point goals accord-
ing to the first clustering condition.

The result of the coloring of graph nodes using a greedy algo-
rithm is not unique [43]. There could be multiple clustering results
achieving the same minimum number of clusters. Therefore, the
‘‘divide” algorithm will further improve the clustering results
according to the second clustering condition. Without losing gen-
erality, a clustering result has k clusters, and a cluster i has ni point
goals. In one cluster, the performance index of clustering results is
the sum of the square distance between point goals and the geo-
metric center of clusters:

C ¼
Xk

i¼1

Xn
j¼1
½ðxji � xciÞ2 þ ðyji � yciÞ2� ð9Þ

where xji and yji are the (x, y) coordinates of the jth point goal in
cluster i, respectively. xci and yci are the (x, y) coordinates of the cen-
ter point of cluster i, respectively.

Based on the clustering result that satisfies the first clustering
condition (Fig. 8b), the divide algorithm will iteratively improve
the result by moving the point goals between clusters to minimize
C defined in Eq. (9), keeping the point goals having contradicting
relationship in different clusters (the first clustering condition).
Fig. 8(b) and (c) shows the algorithm for improving the
performance of the clustering result. The result shown in Fig. 8c
is different from the starting point (Fig. 8b), because of moving
point goals between clusters to minimize C.
4.4. Conquer: generating laser scan plans for clusters of point goals

After clustering point goals, the algorithm will generate a laser
scan plan for each cluster called the ‘‘conquer” algorithm. These
laser scan plans for clusters are thus parts of a complete laser scan
plan that covers the whole jobsite. The pseudo code of the conquer
algorithm below shows the process of scanning position detection
and resolution configuration in each cluster.
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This algorithm of generating ‘‘local” plans includes four steps:
first, the ‘‘conquer” algorithm will set a sparse angular resolution
value for initializing the generations of feasible spaces of point
goals within a cluster. Second, the ‘‘conquer” algorithm will
generate scanning positions according to the feasible areas, called
‘‘next-best-view” algorithm [13,45,46]. Third, the algorithm will
progressively densify the angular resolutions and repeat step 2,
and then compare the total scanning time of the plans generated
based on different angular resolution values. In this way, the ‘‘con-
quer” algorithm will find the most time-efficient combination of
scanning resolution and positions for this cluster of point goals.
In the fourth step, the algorithm will identify the point goals that
were ignored by the ‘‘next-best-view” algorithm, for the algorithm
ignores a percentage of total point goals when scanning those
single goals can significantly increase the data collection time.
Parameter ‘‘a” is the function of the number of clusters, the highest
resolution used in all clusters, and the resolution determined in the
current cluster. For example, in one of the case studies, the algo-
rithm ignored two point goals in one cluster, which is less than
1% of total point goals. If the algorithm planned a scan for the
ignored point goals, the total scanning time would have increased
by about 10%.

The outputs of this algorithm of generating laser scan plans for
clusters of point goals include the scanning positions and the cor-
responding angular resolutions, as well as the ‘‘garbage” - point
goals that remain un-scanned in the current cluster. Section 4.5
presents a garbage collection algorithm that addresses these
remaining point goals.
Pseudo code of the ‘‘Conquer” algorithm
1:
 Input: point goal information in one cluster

2:
 Output: Scanning positions in the cluster; scanning

resolution; point goals un-scanned

3:
 resolution  sparsest_resolution_in_current_cluster //

set initial value of scanning resolution

4:
 [scanning_position]  next_best_view(pointgoals,

resolution) // Use next-best-view algorithm to generate
the scanning positions according to initial scanning
resolution
5:
 scan_time_previous  scan_time_initial

6:
 scan_time_current  scan_time_initial

7:
 while scan_time_current <= scan_time_previous do //

find the optimal scanning resolution

8:
 scan_time_previous  scan_time_current

9:
 [scanning_position, scan_time_current, un-

scanned_point_goals]  next_best_view(pointgoals,
resolution)
10:
 resolution  higher_resolution (resolution)

11:
 end while

12:
 return scan_position, scan_time_current, un-

scanned_point_goals
4.5. Combine: ‘‘garbage collection” and finalizing scan configurations

The ‘‘conquer” algorithm only requires the scans to cover most
of the point goals in one cluster and ignore some difficult point
goals that significantly increase the data collection time.

For each cluster, the algorithm will collect point goals that
remain un-scanned after determining the local laser scan plans.
These un-scanned point goals from all clusters form a new cluster,
and the algorithm will carry out the laser scan planning for this
new cluster using the same process described in the previous sec-
tion. We name this algorithm as ‘‘garbage collection”. The pseudo
code of ‘‘garbage collection” algorithm below shows the detailed
information of this step.
Pseudo code of the ‘‘Garbage collection” algorithm
1:
 Input: all point goal remain un-scanned from all
clusters, scanning positions from other clusters
2:
 Output: Scanning position(s) and scanning resolution for
‘‘garbage” cluster
3:
 if scanning positions from other clusters cover any un-
scanned_pointgoals do
4:
 delete current un-scanned_ pointgoals

5:
 end if // Because the scans for Cluster A may cover the

‘‘garbage” point goals in Cluster B, the algorithm
examines whether previous scans has already cover any
of the point goals from other clusters. If so, delete these
point goals from the ‘‘garbage” cluster.
6:
 [scanning_position, scanning_resolution, pointgoals_cov
ered_in_each_scan]  ‘‘Conquer” algorithm(un-
scanned_pointgoals)
7:
 for each scanning_position

8:
 if pointgoals_covered_in_each_scan < a% ⁄

total_number_of_ pointgoals do

9:
 delete current scan_position

10:
 end if

11:
 end for // If a scan will only cover a% of total number of

point goals, we consider it inefficient and discard this
scan. This is a trade-off between data quality and
scanning efficiency. In addition, doing this improves the
robustness to outlier point goals due to inaccurate data
or model.
12:
 return scanning_positions, angular_resolutions
5. Validation

5.1. Runtime analysis of the laser scan planning algorithm

In this study we conducted big-O analysis [28] to show the
upper bound on the runtime of the laser scan planning method.
The inputs of the planning method are point goals, so the big-O
analysis examines how the computational time increases with
the number of point goals n. The runtime of ‘‘divide” algorithm is
O(n2) because the algorithm needs to check the contradicting visi-
bility relationship between all goals. The runtime of ‘‘conquer” and
‘‘combine” is also O(n2) because the algorithm needs to calculate
the feasible area for each point goal. As a result, the computational
complexity of the laser scan planning method developed in this
study is O(n2).

In order to validate the big-O analysis, we executed the devel-
oped laser scan planning algorithm for multiple sites with different
numbers of point goals and buildings of various shapes. We devel-
oped the laser scan planning algorithm using Matlab R2014b, and
tested the algorithm on a computer with 3.60 GHz CPU and 32 GB
RAM. Fig. 9 shows that the square root of the running time of this
algorithm increases linearly with respect to the number of point
goals, and so does the square root of the number of contradicting
visibility relationships between point goals. This reveals a compu-
tational complexity of Oðn2Þ. Looking into these results, we found
that in one case study, the number of a large campus building with
a gross area of 13,015 m2 had 258 point goals. The runtime of the
algorithm for this building was 381.6 s, about 6.36 min. This shows
the potential of achieving real-time laser scan planning on
construction sites that require timely and detailed spatiotemporal
information for proactive project control.
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5.2. Case study: a campus building of complex shape

To validate the proposed laser scan planning method, we con-
ducted laser scanning on a campus building based on the optimal
plan automatically identified by the algorithm and several plans
generated by a 3D imaging researcher and a laser scanning profes-
sional who has been using laser scanners in more than ten large
building projects. Fig. 10a shows the as-designed model of this
campus building at Arizona State University (ASU). All the auto-
matic and manual laser scan plans use 258 point goals specified
by an engineer on the as-designed model (Fig. 10b–c) of the
building, according to the General Services Administration (GSA)
manual of laser scanning for building facades [47]. The point goals
include the corners of windows, points along the edges of walls,
and the corners of walls. In addition, we set the LOD requirement
of each goal as 25 mm (one inch), which is GSA Level 2, a
commonly adopted standard for building exterior design and ren-
ovation [47].
5.2.1. Overview of performance evaluation
In the study of the campus building, we compared the

performance of three laser scan plans. Plan A: a plan automatically
generated by the developed laser scan planning algorithm; Plan B:
a plan manually created by a 3D imaging researcher, and Plan C: a
plan manually created by a laser scanning professional from a
construction general contractor who built this studied building.

This study uses two metrics to measure the performances of
laser scan plans: (1) data collection time, and (2) data quality.
The data collection time consists of scanning time, time for moving
scanners between stations, and time for setting up at each station.
The data quality assessment focuses on level of detail (LOD)
Fig. 10. A campus building in Arizona State University (ASU): (a) As-designed model with
the point goals. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the r
captured in the collected data. The metric of data quality is the per-
centage of point goals captured with their required LODs (P).

The evaluation of a laser scan plan has three phases: Phase 1,
collecting laser scanning data of the building according to the
developed plan; Phase 2, calculating the percentage of point goals
captured with their required LODs; Phase 3, performing additional
scans for addressing point goals that were missing or lacking
details. Overall, we compared laser scan plans in terms of: (1)
Percentage of point goals captured with the required LODs (P); (2)
time for completing the scans in phase 1; (3) time for completing
the scans in phase 1 plus additional time required to perform scans
in phase 3.
5.2.2. Generating laser scan plans
Given the point goals as the inputs for manual laser scan plan-

ning, the developed algorithm generated the automated scanning
plan (Plan A). The researcher and the laser scanning professional
generated plans B and C, respectively, by following the Building
Information Model Guide for Laser Scanning of the United States
General Services Administration (GSA BIM Guide) [47]. GSA BIM
guide specifies that the distances between adjacent scanning
locations should be between 20 m to 40 m to capture high quality
data. The yellow stars in Fig. 11(a)–(c) show the scanning positions
of the three laser scan plans. In these plans, the numbers next to
the scanning positions (e.g. 1/5, 1/4, etc.) are the scanning resolu-
tions used at those scanning positions. The noise level of laser
scanning data were kept at constant for all scans, which is the
other parameter influencing the laser scanning time. The corre-
sponding angular resolution of 1/5, for example, equals to
d1=5 ¼ p

20000� 1
5ð Þ ¼ 7:85� 10�4 rad [48].
5.2.3. Comparison of manually planned and automatically generated
data collections

The data quality of the 3D laser scanning point clouds of the
studied campus building were evaluated using the software
‘‘CloudCompare” [49]. Fig. 12 visualizes all points where the LOD
requirements were satisfied in the point clouds collected through
the three compared plans. The red circles in these figures highlight
areas where the point cloud does not satisfy the GSA Level 2 LOD
requirements due to poorly designed scanning positions and
resolutions.

Fig. 12 shows that the data collected according to the automat-
ically generated plan cover more areas with sufficient LODs
compared with the data collected according to manually generated
plans. In the results of automatic laser scanning planning (Fig. 12a),
all 258 point goals were with the required GSA Level 2 LOD (denser
than 25 mm along both vertical and horizontal directions). How-
ever, only 151 out of 258 point goals have the required GSA Level
point goals (red crosses). (b) Elevation view of all the point goals. (c) Top view of all
eader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 12. Data quality comparison of point clouds collected according to three different plans: (a) a plan automatically-generated by the proposed method (b) a plan manually
created by an experienced laser scanning researcher, and (c) a plan manually created by a laser scanning professional. Red circles highlight the areas with low data quality.
Fig. (d) shows details of three areas marked as having insufficient LOD in (c). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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Table 1
Statistics comparing manual and automatic laser scan planning.

Laser scan plans No. of scans
in Phase 1

Scanning time
in Phase 1 (s)

Index of data
quality (P) (%)

No. of scans
in Phase 3

Scanning time
in Phase 3 (s)

Total scanning
time (s)

Automatic 11 8495 100 0 0 8495
Manual plan by the laser scanning researcher 12 6788 58.5 5 5201 11,989
Manual plan by the laser scanning professional 13 7017 75.6 4 4652 11,669
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2 LOD in data collected through manual planning by the experi-
enced laser scanning researcher (Fig. 12b). Only 195 out of 258
point goals meet LOD requirement in data collected according to
the plan manually created by a laser scanning professional
(Fig. 12c).

In order to address point goals missed by manual planning, we
conducted five additional scans for Plan B, and four additional
scans for plan C. Red stars and corresponding numbers in Fig. 11
(b) and (c) shows the locations and resolutions of these extra scans.
Table 1 shows a detailed comparison of the performances of man-
ual and automatic laser scan planning.

The above results indicate that it is difficult for manually gener-
ated laser scan plans to achieve 100% coverage of point goals with
required LOD. The first difficulty is in choosing the right scanning
resolution. For example, for these areas shown in Fig. 12d, only
scanning with the resolution of 1/2 can ensure the LOD because
the elevation of these areas is high above the ground. The second
difficulty is in estimating the area that one scan can cover with suf-
ficient LODs. In the case study, the curved shape of the studied
building caused additional challenges for a human to precisely
choose the scanning positions so that areas with required LOD
would connect without gaps.

The case study of this campus building shows that the coverage
of automatically planned laser scanning is better than that of man-
ually planned laser scanning (100% point goals in automatic plan-
ning versus 58.3% (researcher) and 75.6% (surveying professional)
point goals in manual planning satisfy the required LOD), although
the data collection time of automatically generated laser scan plan
is longer than that of the manually generated plan. This is because
the laser scan planning method uses data quality requirements as
the priority. When both automatic and manual planning generates
high-quality 3D imageries, automatic laser scan planning is time-
efficient (8495 s versus 11989 s and 11669 s) because the laser
scan planning method will optimize the data collection time while
ensuring that data quality requirements are satisfied.

6. Discussions

6.1. Limitations and future research

The developed new laser scan planning method in this study
comes with a number of limitations as detailed next, which serve
as objectives for future research.

(1) The generation of point goals for the laser scan planning
algorithm is manual. In future research, we plan to explore
methods that can automatically identify point goals based
on patterns in collected imageries (images, videos, etc.) that
will help guide the divide-and-conquer method, particularly
if the as-designed model of the building is not available. In a
separate publication, we have explored the use of pictures
and the ‘‘structure from motion” method [50] to generate
sparse 3D point clouds of a building, and then identify areas
that are visually complex in the point cloud as point goals for
guiding scan planning [40]. In addition, we will extend the
jobsite presentation from point goals to goals of different
geometric elements, including lines, planes, cylinder
surfaces, and spheres. The analytical solution of scanning
goals of different geometric elements could simplify the scan
planning process.

(2) Different construction environments and tasks have differ-
ent LOD requirements. Currently, the developed approach
still requires engineers to specify LOD requirements of point
goals based on GSA requirements and the experiences of
experts. Future studies will focus on automatically deriving
the LOD of every point goal to fully reflect the dynamic prop-
erties and visual information requirements (e.g., shapes and
colors) for comprehensive monitoring of different kinds of
building features and structures.

(3) In the proposed method, contradicting visibility relationship
analysis is able to help identify the scanning locations where
no point goal blocks the visibility of any other point goal.
However, objects that do not have a point goal (e.g., vegeta-
tion) may block the visibility of other point goals during
laser scanning, thus causing occlusion problems in the col-
lected point data. Therefore, utilizing previously collected
sparse 3D imagery data, future studies will develop a time-
efficient visibility checking process to reduce the influence
of the unknown environment on data quality.

(4) This study does not cover how the laser scanning positions
and parameters influence the accuracies of 3D measure-
ments, and how to coordinate multiple scanning stations
to achieve accurate and detailed imageries. In surveying
science, there is a theory about arranging surveying posi-
tions for maximum accuracy by ensuring the ‘‘strength of
figure” of the network consisting of all surveying positions
[51], which we believe could be applied to the laser scan
planning method. In the future, we plan to enable the scan
planning algorithm to cover all given point goals with suffi-
cient LOD and LOA by maximizing the strength of figure of
the automatically generated scan plans.

(5) In addition, we will try to integrate the laser scan planning
method with construction scheduling. We expect that the
optimization of construction workflows for inspection activ-
ities will realize real-time and proactive construction quality
control while minimizing interferences between data collec-
tion activities and construction workflows.

6.2. Toward fully automated 3D inspection of construction sites

According to engineers in the construction industry, acquiring
detailed as-built 3D building information model will cost tens of
thousands of dollars, varying with the scale of the projects. As a
result, full automation of 3D site inspections will save time and
money for contractors. In the future, using the proposed laser scan
planning method, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or robots could
enable autonomous robots that carry sensors and process 3D ima-
gery collection with minimum human involvement. This will help
autonomous high quality data collection in remote areas that are
dangerous for human inspectors, such as underwater structures,
top of skyscrapers, or rescue missions after an earthquake. Auto-
matic laser scan planning will make laser scanning autonomous,
safer, more precise, and more efficient on various dynamic sites.
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7. Conclusion

This paper describes the development of a rapid laser scan plan-
ning method that generates scanning positions and recommends
angular resolutions for different positions in order to achieve effi-
cient and effective laser scanning data collection. Compared with
previously developed sensor planning methods, this new approach
not only guarantees the density of collected 3D data, but also
optimizes the data collection time. Moreover, the new laser scan
planning method is able to achieve a computational complexity
of Oðn2Þ, which is more efficient than previously developed
algorithms. Evaluation results on different buildings show the
effectiveness of the proposed method, and how this method out-
perform manual laser scan planning conducted by experienced
researchers and professional surveyors. Laser scan plans generated
by the new method will benefit high quality data collection with-
out wasting time and resources. In future research, we will focus
on the automation of point goal generation in order to achieve
an automatic data-driven workflow of 3D data collection on
dynamic jobsites.
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